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Inflation among key challenges: MCCI 

Chamber spotlights low remittance, slow vaccination, any new Covid wave among 
challenges against economic rebound 
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Unrelenting inflation amid price rises is among some headwinds elite chamber MCCI spotlights as 

key challenges facing the Bangladesh economy while bouncing back from the pandemic-induced 

slump.  

Apart from the rising inflation, the business body listed a reduction in remittances, slow rollout of the 

corona vaccination and any new wave of the Covid-19 pandemic as the challenges on the economic 

front of the nation, which is just certified by the UN as graduated from LDC status.  

"Despite recent recovery trend in the economy, there are emerging challenges to be faced due to 

recent price rise of essential commodities, decreasing remittances, any new covid wave and slow 

vaccine rollout," reads its latest economic-review report. 

The Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Dhaka released Thursday its economic 

review prepared for the past quarter (FY22, Q1).  

To MCCI, some of the economic indicators appear to be less promising than projected earlier when 

the economy had been showing some signs of recovery since its reopening from corona-created 

deadlock. 

"The fiscal framework continues to be weak in view of poor achievements on some fiscal fronts, 

more specifically, both in terms of revenue mobilisation and public expenditure," it says in the 

reappraisal.  

Unemployment and investment both remained challenging in view of the premier chamber body.  

MCCI suggests that a significant increase in public and private investment is necessary to maintain 

competitiveness and generate further growth. 

The Dhaka-based chamber noted that Bangladesh, like many other countries of the world, was 

struggling with the number of infections and a fear of new covid-19 wave during the quarter under 

review.  



"Reduction in coronavirus incidence gradually made majority businesses hopeful about the recovery 

of the economy," it further noted on the upside of the situation. 

The stimulus packages comfort the business groups, from large farms to petty micro-enterprises, 

which eventually helped the economy to get a boost again.  

"Exports and imports are two important drivers of the economy, and amid the covid-19 pandemic, 

both the areas have done well."  

The inflow of remittances in the July-September period of FY22 decreased significantly by 19.45 per 

cent to US$5.41 billion from US$6.71 billion in the corresponding months of the previous fiscal 

year.  

MCCI says this decline in remittances is a reflection of the second wave of covid-19 pandemic 

situation when many Bangladeshi migrants lost their jobs, some migrants were laid off by their 

companies.  

"Many others returned home and couldn't go back due to suspended international flights and unmet 

vaccination requirements," the chamber organisation commented. 

Lauding robust export receipts, it said such earnings contributed to the economic recovery. The 

country's trade deficit widened over threefold in Q1 of FY22 for higher import-payment pressure, 

casting its cascading impacts on the economy.  

Trade imbalance, that is, difference between the imports and exports with the rest of the world spiked 

by $4.46 billion to $6.50 billion during the July-September period. 

Current-account deficit deteriorated further in the period under review following higher import 

payments and lower inflow of remittances.  

But the financial account, another component of the balance of payments (BoP), remained surplus 

following higher inflows of medium-and long-term loans as well as aid flows, the MCCI said, 

quoting central bank data. 

However, overall BoP posted a negative balance of $810 million in the first three months of the 

current fiscal year against a positive balance of $3.10 billion in the corresponding quarter of the 

previous fiscal year. 
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MCCI projects $4.95b export in Dec 

It also predicts $7.05b import 
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The Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce and Industry (MCCI), Dhaka has projected that some 

economic indicators of the country might see an upward trend next month. 



The country's export earnings, which are expected to be US$ 4.83 billion for this month (November), 

would stand at $4.95 billion in December, according to the MCCI.  

Besides, the import value would also increase to $7.04 billion, and it might cross $7.05 billion in 

December. 

The country's premier trade-body made the projections in its Review of Economic Situation in 

Bangladesh for July-September period of 2021 (Q1 of FY 22). 

Besides, the volume of inward remittance might stand at or even cross $1.65 billion next month, the 

MCCI projected. 

The trade organization also projected the rate of point-to-point inflation to be 5.50 per cent at the end 

of this month. 

The inflation would come down to 5.40 per cent at the end December, it added. 

On the other hand, the country's foreign exchange reserve might reach $46.58 billion at the end of 

next month, according to the MCCI. 
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Price hike of essentials, falling remittance 

are emerging challenges: MCCI 

Star Business Report 
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Brick kiln workers are passing busy 

times with the advent of winter, when dry weather allows using moulds and coal and wood-fired 

furnaces out in the open, enabling greater production. Working at a stretch from 7:00am to 2:00pm 

leads to pay ranging from Tk 800 to Tk 1,000. The photo was taken at Ichladi area of Uzirpur upazila 

of Barishal last week. Photo: Titu Das  

A recent price rise of essential commodities, decreasing remittances, threat of a new coronavirus 

wave, and slow vaccine rollout are among the emerging challenges facing the economy of 

Bangladesh, said the Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce and Industry (MCCI) in Dhaka yesterday. 

This was highlighted in an MCCI review of the economic situation for the July-September period. 



The chamber said Bangladesh, like many other countries, was struggling because of the higher 

number of infections and a fear of a new Covid-19 wave during the quarter under review. 

However, a reduction in coronavirus infections made a majority of businesses hopeful about the 

recovery of the economy, it said. 

The economy showed some signs of recovery in the first quarter of the current fiscal year. The 

stimulus packages provided comfort to the business groups, from large firms to microenterprises, 

which eventually gave a boost to the economy. 

Both exports and imports, the two important drivers of the economy, have done well, with the steady 

rise in overseas sales facilitating the economic recovery in recent times, according to the review. 

Export earnings in the July-September period rose 11.37 per cent year-on-year to $11.02 billion, 

helped by a rebound in garment shipment. 

Import payments stood at $18.72 billion, which was 47.55 per cent higher than in the same period a 

year ago, thanks to the restoration of business and economic activities in the country's major export 

destinations due to vaccination drives. 

The rate of inflation increased in the quarter, largely due to the global supply chain disruptions and a 

hike in commodity prices in the international markets. 

The inflow of remittances went down by 19.45 per cent to $5.41 billion in the quarter. 

"This decline in remittances is a reflection of the second wave when many Bangladeshi migrant 

workers lost jobs. Besides, many others returned home and couldn't go back due to the suspended 

international flights and unmet vaccination requirements," said the MCCI. 

The review says the foreign currency reserve is in a satisfactory position, and the exchange rate has 

remained stable. 

On the other side, some of the economic indicators appear to be less promising than projected earlier, 

said the MCCI. 

"The fiscal framework continues to be weak in view of poor achievements, more specifically, both in 

terms of revenue mobilisation and public expenditure." 

The unemployment situation and low investment are also challenges. 

"A significant increase in public and private investment is necessary to maintain competitiveness and 

generate further growth," the chamber added. 
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COVID RECOVERY 

Commodity price hike, remittance inflow fall pose 

challenges: MCCI  
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A hike in the prices of essential commodities, a fall in remittance inflow and a slow vaccine rollout 

have posed challenges to the country’s recovery from the Covid economic crisis, according to a 

quarterly economic review of the Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Dhaka. 

Like many other countries of the world, Bangladesh is also struggling with the number of infections 

of the new COVID wave during the first quarter of the ongoing fiscal year (2021-22) while the 

majority of businesses have gradually become hopeful about the economic recovery. 

According to the quarterly review on the economic situation of the country, the point-to-point 

inflation over the period rose to 5.59 per cent in September 2021 from 5.54 per cent in September 

2020. 

The inflow of remittance in July-September of the ongoing fiscal year decreased by 19.45 per cent to 

$5.41 billion from $6.71 billion in the corresponding period of the previous fiscal year. 

Both food and non-food inflation rates increased in the period while year-on-year, food inflation was 

higher at 6.50 per cent and non-food price inflation was lower at 5.12 per cent, according to the 

quarterly review. 

However, the industrial sectors registered a growth of 6.12 per cent in FY21, which was 3.25 per 

cent in FY20. Besides, the share of the industry sector in GDP increased slightly by 0.21 percentage 

points to 34.99 per cent in FY21 from 34.78 per cent in FY20. 

The manufacturing sub-sector registered a growth of 5.77 per cent in FY21 compared with the 

previous fiscal year’s 1.80 per cent. Within manufacturing, the large- and medium-scale industries 

sub-sector performed comparatively better than in the previous fiscal, growing at 6.56 per cent in 

FY21, compared with 1.39 per cent in FY20. 

The small-scale manufacturing industries grew at a very lower rate at 1.73 per cent in FY21 against 

3.96 per cent in FY20. 

The service sector, however, recorded a higher growth of 5.61 per cent in FY21, compared with 4.16 

per cent in the previous fiscal year. Also the share of the services sector in GDP increased to 51.53 

per cent in FY21 from 51.48 per cent in FY20. 

Domestic agricultural production for the first quarter of the current fiscal year witnessed a lower rate 

of growth of 3.45 per cent compared with 4.59 per cent in FY20. 

Export earnings in the period of FY22 increased by 11.37 per cent to $11.02 billion from $9.90 

billion in the corresponding months of the previous fiscal year. 

The import payments in the last three months of the ongoing fiscal increased year-on-year by 21.59 

per cent, 72.96 per cent and 50.35 per cent respectively. 

The tax revenue collection by the National Board of Revenue year-on-year grew by 16.72 per cent in 

the period. 

The gross inflow of FDI during the period under review also increased year-on-year by 9.01 per cent 

to $847 million from $777 million. FDI inflow in Bangladesh is low compared with that in many 

countries at similar levels of development. 

https://www.newagebd.net/credit/Staff%20Correspondent


The power supply situation improved in the quarter under review but the demand for power shot up 

too.   
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Poor revenue mobilisation, public expenditure 

weaken economic recovery: MCCI 
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Despite the recovery trend in Bangladesh’s economy following a gradual reduction in coronavirus 

incidence, its fiscal framework continues to be weak in view of poor achievements in revenue 

mobilisation and public expenditure, according to a recent report by the Metropolitan Chamber of 

Commerce and Industry, Dhaka. 

The review report, titled ‘Review of Economic Situation in Bangladesh’, compiled Q1 of the fiscal 

year 2021-22 (July - September) data of all major economic indicators in Bangladesh. 

The review also pointed out emerging challenges for the country and provided recommendations to 

overcome them. 

The country’s economy faces emerging challenges due to the recent price rise of essential 

commodities, decreasing remittances, any new Covid wave, and slow vaccine rollout, the report said. 

Nevertheless, the economy has been showing some signs of recovery in Q1 of FY22, which needs a 

significant increase in public and private investment to maintain competitiveness and generate 

further growth. 

Among the major economic indicators reviewed in the report, industry, service, revenue, public 

finance, export, foreign aid, foreign direct investment, and foreign exchange reserves grew in this 

period compared to the corresponding months of the previous year. 

On the other hand, growth in agriculture, capital market, remittance and Balance of Payment (BOP) 

shrank during this period. 

Bangladesh, like many other countries of the world, was struggling with the number of infections 

and a fear of new Covid-19 wave during the quarter under review, the report said. 



The stimulus packages comfort the business groups, from large farms to petty micro-enterprises, 

which eventually helped the economy to boost again. 

Exports and imports are two important drivers of the economy, and amid the Covid-19 pandemic, 

both areas have done well. Robust export earnings have facilitated economic recovery in recent 

times. The rate of inflation is also increased in the quarter under review. 

However, the inward remittances decreased despite a stable exchange rate and satisfactory foreign 

currency reserve. 

Additionally, some of the economic indicators appear to be less promising than projected earlier. The 

unemployment situation and low investment are also challenges. 
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Price hike, falling remittance, slow vaccination 

challenge economic recovery: MCCI  
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A gradual fall in coronavirus cases has made a majority of businesses hopeful about a quick 

economic recovery, but the recovery trend has to face some fresh challenges in the wake of 

recent spikes in prices of essential commodities, decreasing remittance inflows, and sluggish 

vaccination rollout, observes the Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce and Industry (MCCI). 

In its review of Bangladesh's economic situation in the first quarter of FY22 released on Thursday, 

the trade body mentions that even though Bangladesh, like many other countries, was struggling with 

the number of infections and a fear of the new Covid-19 wave during the first quarter of the current 

fiscal year, the economy showed some signs of recovery. 

"The stimulus packages gave comfort to business groups, from large farms to petty micro-

enterprises, which eventually helped the economy get back some vivacity." 

Exports and imports are two important drivers of the economy, and Bangladesh have done well in 

both the areas amid the pandemic, the MCCI mentions, adding robust export earnings have 

facilitated economic recovery in recent times. 



The reserves of foreign exchanges are in a satisfactory position and the exchange rate has long 

remained stable, says the MCCI. 

The inflation rate also increased in the quarter under review, it adds. 

On the other hand, some of the economic indicators appear to be less promising than what was 

projected earlier, the MCCI quarterly review says, adding the fiscal framework continues to be weak 

in view of poor achievements, more specifically, both in terms of revenue mobilisation and public 

expenditure. 

Inward remittance inflows have dropped, which has multiplier effects on other economic sectors, 

even more so small and medium industries. 

The unemployment situation and low investment are also challenges. A significant increase in public 

and private investment is necessary to maintain competitiveness and generate further growth, the 

MCCI concludes. 
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Rising prices of essentials, raw materials 

challenge for economic recovery  
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The recent rise of essential commodity prices and industrial raw materials, declining 

remittance inflows and slow vaccine rollout would be emerging challenges in the way of 

recovery from the economic fallout of the Covid-19 pandemic, says MCCI. 

However, reducing coronavirus incidence gradually made the majority of businesses hopeful about 

the recovery of the economy, it said. 



“Despite the recovery trend in the economy, there are emerging challenges to be faced due to recent 

price rise of essential commodities, decreasing remittances, any new wave of Covid, and slow 

vaccine rollout,” said the Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce and Industry (MCCI) in its Review of 

Economic Situation in Bangladesh for July-September 2021. 

The report said Bangladesh’s economy has been showing some signs of recovery in Q1 of FY22 as 

stimulus packages from the government comforted the business groups, from large farms to petty 

micro-enterprises, which eventually helped the economy to boost again. 

“Exports and imports are two important drivers of the economy, and amid the Covid-19 pandemic, 

both the areas have done well. Robust export earnings have facilitated economic recovery in recent 

time. The rate of inflation is also increased in the quarter under review,” the report found. 

The inward remittances however decreased, which has multiplier effects on other economic sectors, 

especially the small and medium industries. 

The inflow of remittance in July-September of FY22 decreased significantly by 19.45 per cent to 

$5.41 billion from $6.71 billion in the corresponding months of the previous fiscal year, as many 

Bangladeshi migrants lost their jobs, some migrants were laid off by their companies during the 

second wave of Covid-19 pandemic. 

“In the last month of the quarter (September 2021), year-on-year, remittances dropped further by 

19.76 per cent to US$1.73 billion from US$2.15 billion. Also, September’s remittances decreased 

month-on-month by 4.42 per cent from US$1.81 billion (August 2021). According to experts, the 

higher gap in the exchange rate of the US dollar against the local currency between formal banking 

channel and kerb market has encouraged illegal ‘hundi’ activities in recent months,” the report 

mentioned. 

It said the country’s foreign currency reserve remains at a satisfactory position and the exchange rate 

has long remained stable. 

On the other hand, the report found that some of the economic indicators appear to be less promising 

than projected earlier. 

“The fiscal framework continues to be weak given poor achievements, more specifically, both in 

terms of revenue mobilization and public expenditure,” it said. 

The report also noted that the surging prices of building materials have been threatening the 

construction sector, with rod prices hitting a record high, as the economy is crawling back to 

normalcy amid the coronavirus pandemic. 

“People are struggling to continue construction. An analysis showed that rod prices have shot up by 

around 38 per cent in the last 10 months. The rates of increase in the prices of brick, sand, stone, 

cement, glass, aluminum, pipe, indoor fittings and other materials during this period are between 10-

20 per cent,” it said. 

“Despite the tremendous potential of the construction and the real estate sector, factors like land 

value distortion, and absence of secondary property market, asset securitization and sale of 

mortgages, and backward linkage industries such as cement, ceramic, brick manufacturing, etc. 

adversely affected its development,” it added. 



The report also mentioned that the unemployment situation and low investment also remain a 

challenge for Bangladesh. It also suggested a significant increase in public and private investment is 

necessary to maintain competitiveness and generate further growth. 
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অর্ থনৈতিক পুৈরুদ্ধারেে লক্ষণ র্াকরলও 

আরে ৈিুৈ চ্যারলঞ্জ 

 সমকাল প্রতিরেদক 

প্রকাশ: ২৬ নভেম্বর ২১ । ০০:০০ 

 

 
বিভের অভনক দেভশর মভ া িাাংলাভেশভকও কভরানাোইরাস বনভে কঠিন পবরবিব র দমাকাবিলা 

করভ  হভেভে। কভরানার ন ুন দেউ বনভেও শঙ্কা আভে।  ভি োইরাভসর সাংক্রমণ কভম আসাে 

অর্ থনীব র পুনরুদ্ধার বনভে দিবশরোগ িযিসােী আশািােী হভে উভিভেন। বকন্তু অর্ থননব ক 

পুনরুদ্ধাভরর প্রিণ া সভেও সাম্প্রব ক সমভে বন যপভণযর োমিৃদ্ধদ্ধ, দরবমট্যান্স কভম যাওো, 

কভরানার ন ুন দেউভের আশঙ্কা এিাং ঠট্কাোভনর ধীরগব র কারভণ ন ুন চ্যাভলঞ্জ দমাকাবিলা করভ  

হভি।\হচ্লব  ২০২১-২২ অর্ থিেভরর প্রর্ম প্রাবিভকর (জলুাই-দসভেম্বর) অর্ থননব ক অিিার ওপর 

দমভরাপবলট্ন দচ্ম্বার অি কমাস থ অযান্ড ইন্ডাবি (এমবসবসআই) োকার এক পয থাভলাচ্না প্রব ভিেভন 

এসি কর্া িলা হভেভে। গ কাল িৃহস্পব িার প্রব ভিেনঠট্ প্রকাশ কভরভে 

এমবসবসআই।\হপ্রব ভিেভন িলা হভেভে, চ্লব  অর্ থিেভরর প্রর্ম প্রাবিভক দেভশ অর্ থননব ক 

পুনরুদ্ধাভরর দিশবকেু লক্ষণ রভেভে। পুনরুদ্ধার পযাভকজ িড় দর্ভক অব কু্ষদ্র সি িযিসােী 

প্রব ষ্ঠানভকই স্বদ্ধি বেভেভে। দেভশর অর্ থনীব ভক ঘুভর ো াঁড়াভ ও সাহাযয কভরভে এঠট্।\হএভ  িলা হে, 

রপ্তাবন ও আমোবন োভলা অিিাে রভেভে। সাম্প্রব ক সমভে রপ্তাবন আভে দ দ্ধজোি অর্ থনীব র 



পুনরুদ্ধাভর সহাে া কভরভে। বিভেবশক মুদ্রার বরজােথ সভিাষজনক পয থাভে আভে এিাং অভনকবেন 

ধভর মুদ্রার বিবনমে হারও বিব শীল বেল।  ভি প্রর্ম প্রাবিভক মূলযস্্মফীব  দিভড়ভে। দরবমট্যান্স আসা 

কভমভে। গ  জলুাই-দসভেম্বভর দরবমট্যান্স প্রিাহ আভগর িেভরর একই সমভের  ুলনাে ১৯ শ াাংশ 

কভম দগভে। এঠট্ কভরানার বি ীে দেউভে প্রিাসী িাাংলাভেবশভের চ্াকবর হারাভনার প্রব ফলন। দেভশর 

অর্ থনীব ভ  দরবমট্যান্স গুরুত্বপূণ থ। কারণ অর্ থনীব র অনযানয খাভ ও এর প্রোি র্াভক, বিভশষ  কু্ষদ্র 

ও মাঝাবর বশভে।\হঅনযবেভক অর্ থনীব র বকেু সূচ্ক য ট্া োভলা হভি িভল মভন করা হভেবেল 

দ মনঠট্ হেবন িভল ম  দেওো হভেভে প্রব ভিেভন। এভ  িলা হে, রাজস্ব খাভ র েুি থল অিিা 

অিযাহ  আভে। বিভশষ কভর, রাজস্ব আোে ও সরকাবর িযভের দক্ষভে। দিকারত্ব এিাং কম 

বিবনভোগও অর্ থনীব র জনয চ্যাভলঞ্জ। অর্ থনীব ভ  প্রব ভযাবগ া সক্ষম া ধভর রাখা এিাং প্রিৃদ্ধদ্ধভক 

এবগভে বনভ  সরকাবর ও দিসরকাবর খাভ  বিবনভোভগর হার িযাপকোভি িাড়াভনা েরকার িভল মভন 

করভে এমবসবসআই।  

সাংগিনঠট্ িলভে, কবেড-১৯ মহামারীর ধাক্কা কাঠট্ভে উিভে িাাংলাভেভশর অর্ থনীব । সরকাভরর 

সমভোপভযাগী ও কায থকরী পেভক্ষপ এিাং প্রভণােনা পযাভকজ িািিােন এভক্ষভে িড় েূবমকা পালন 

কভরভে। দেভশ কভরানা মাহামারী শুরুর পর বিবেন্ন পয থাভে লকডাউভনর কারভণ দেভশর প্রিৃদ্ধদ্ধর 

গব পর্ িাধাগ্রি হে। এভ  দয ক্ষব  হভেভে  া কাঠট্ভে ওিার সমে অবনদ্ধি ।  ভি গণঠট্কাোভনর 

ওপর বিে অর্ থনীব ও বনেথর করভে। গণঠট্কাোভনর কায থক্রম িাধাগ্রি হভল অর্ থননব ক পুনরুদ্ধার 

কঠিন হভে পড়ভি।  

পয থাভলাচ্নাে িলা হভেভে, গ  অর্ থিেভরর চ্ ুর্ থ প্রাবিভক অর্ থননব ক পুনরুদ্ধাভরর জনয বিবেন্ন 

িযিসাবেক গ্রুপ প্রভণােনা পযাভকভজর কারভণ উদ্দীপ্ত হভেভে। কু্ষদ্র উভেযাক্তরা এভ  সহভজই ক্ষব  

কাঠট্ভে উিভ  পারভিন। রফ াবন ও প্রিাসী আে দেভশর অর্ থনীব ভ  গুরুত্বপূণ থ প্রোিক। 

মহামারীভ  এ েুই খাভ র আে কভমবন, যা সমাপ্ত অর্ থিেভরর অর্ থননব ক পুনরুদ্ধাভর িড় েূবমকা 

দরভখভে। গ  অর্ থিের দশভষ রফ াবন প্রিৃদ্ধদ্ধ হভেভে ১৫ েশবমক ১ শ াাংশ। দরবমট্যান্স প্রিৃদ্ধদ্ধ বেল 

৩৬ েশবমক ১১ শ াাংশ। প্রিাসী আে গ্রামীণ অর্ থনীব ভ  একঠট্ ইব িাচ্ক েূবমকা রাখভে। একই 

সভে অেযিরীণ চ্াবহোে দট্কসই অিিান ব বর করভে।  ৃ ীে প্রাবিভক উভেখভযাগয কভেকঠট্ খা  

সামঠিক সূচ্ভক দিশ সভিাষজনক অিিাে দপ ৌঁভেভে। খা গুভলা হভলা দরবমট্যান্স, বিভেবশক মুদ্রার 

বরজােথ, অর্ থ সরিরাহ ও মুদ্রাস্ফীব । েীঘ থ সমে ধভর মুদ্রা বিবনমে হার বিব শীল বেল। িযালান্স অি 

দপভমভের োরসামযও ইব িাচ্ক বেল।  

নীব বনধ থারকভের করণীে প্রসভে এমবসবসআই িলভে, কবেড-পরি ী পুনরুদ্ধাভর দক শল গ্রহণ 

এিাং িযদ্ধক্ত খাভ র উন্নেভনর মভনাবনভিশ করা প্রভোজন। যার মাধযভম রাজস্ব িৃদ্ধদ্ধর পাশাপাবশ 

বিেযমান বিবনভোগকারীভের দর্ভক বিবনভোগ আকষ থণ করাে সফল া দেখা দযভ  পাভর। সম্ভি হভ  

পাভর মহামারীর ক্ষব  পুবষভে দনোও। 

 


